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Figure 1: Safety assessment system for sidewalks at night
utilizing the collective intelligence of smartphones’ light sensors
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Abstract
Along with the popularization of smartphones, which have
various sensors such as accelerometers and GPS, location
based services are also growing in popularity. Additionally,
with the growth demand of in security awareness,
pedestrian navigation systems are required to provide
safety information. Thus, we propose and develop an
illuminance inferring method utilizing smartphone’s light
sensors for assessing a safety level of sidewalks at night.
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Introduction
In recent years, security awareness of street crime is
growing worldwide. In Japan and the United States, as
shown in Figure 2, the incident number of purse snatching
is decreasing1. However, the number of incidents is still

1http://www.npa.go.jp/toukei/index.htm, http://www.bjs.gov/
content/pub/html/cvus/purse snatching pocket picking266.cfm
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not negligible. In addition, Japan has concerns about the
increasing exposure of crimes.
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Figure 2: Incident number of purse snatching in US and JP

Figure 3: CrimeReports.com
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Figure 4: Pedestrian navigation
(our goal)

With this background, along with the popularization of
smartphones, which have various sensors such as
acceleration sensors and GPS, smartphones’ applications
utilizing safety information and location information (e.g.
crime apps and child observation apps) are being
developed.

Conventional navigation systems have been provided users
with time efficient routes which avoid accidents, road
construction, traffic congestion, and so on. However, with
the demands of safety information described in the last
paragraph, a new kind of navigation system should
provides safety efficient routes in consideration of security
information such as crime information, the brightness of
sidewalks at night, and pedestrian traffic congestion.

Such security information is collected and visualized on
CrimeReports (Figure 3) by PublicEngine2.The service
plots details and locations of crimes published by law
enforcement agencies on the map. However, we have to
estimate safe areas manually, because we can not grasp

2https://www.crimereports.com/

the safety level of a local area by only glancing at this
plotted information.

Apart from that, a local Japanese organization has created
a safety assessment tool for sidewalk at night based on
streetlamps’ illuminance measured with an illuminometer.
According to the report from the Japan Security Systems
Association[2], the brightness of the streetlamps can
contribute to security improvement. So, it is possible to
judge a safety level easily and visually. But, in this study,
a complete survey of street lighting with an illuminometer
did not seem practical due to equipment and labor costs.

Thus, we focus on a safety level assessment of sidewalks
at night from the streetlamps’ brightness. Then, we
consider the comprehensive collecting method of
streetlamps’ illuminance by using measured data with
smartphones’ light sensors to address the existing problem.

Also, we are trying to implement a pedestrian navigation
system (like Figure 4) , considering the safety information
utilizing the collective intelligence of the sensor data.

Proposal of an illuminance inferring method
and a safety level assessing method
In Japan, we need to infer the illuminances based on the
JIS illuminance measurement method[1] utilizing
smartphones’ light sensors for assessing a safety level of
sidewalks at night. As shown in Figure 5, the JIS
illuminance measurement method is required for
measuring illuminance on a road surface in a mesh
pattern. And, it is required the horizontal illuminance on
the road and the vertical illuminance on the road at a
height of 1.5m.

We surveyed the contents shown below for inferring
vertical and horizontal illuminances.
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Illuminance measurement point

Horizontal illuminance
（height: 0m）

Vertical illuminance
（height: 1.5m）
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Figure 5: JIS illuminance measurement method
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Figure 6: The incidence angle
characteristics of the illuminance
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Figure 7: The tracking
performance of the illuminance

The incidence angle characteristics of the illuminance
The characteristics in the case of a changing
incident angle from the light source against the
smartphone’s light sensor and the illuminometer.

The tracking performance of the illuminance The
characteristics in the case of a changing illuminance
from the light source.

The results of the incidence angle characteristics
experiment and the changes of illuminance measured by
the illuminometer satisfied the oblique incidence angle
characteristics, but the changes of illuminance measured
by the smartphone’s light sensor had a different
characteristics proportional to the third power of the
cosine (Figure 6). Also, in the tracking performance
experiment, the results had linear characteristics, but the
illuminance measured by the smartphone’s light sensor
could not indicate low illuminance(Figure 7).

We collect illuminance transition when passing under the
streetlamps using several parameters, such as the
characteristics of smartphone’s light sensor and basic
illuminance characteristics, the angle of the

illuminometer’s acceptance unit. Then we infer
illuminance measured by an illuminometer. Details of each
step are shown below and in Figure 8.

1. Calculate the data of each streetlamp using time
series of illuminance data measured by smartphones’
light sensors.

2. Convert the temporal data of each streetlamp to
spatial data using GPS information.

3. Infer the illuminance transition when passing under
the streetlamps using the angle of the
illuminometer’s acceptance unit and the
characteristics of the smartphone’s light sensor.

4. Infer the illuminance transitions of the other paths
using the illuminance transition beneath the
streetlamps.

5. Calculate the mean horizontal illuminance and the
minimum vertical illuminance based on the JIS
illuminance measurement method.

Furthermore, we can assess the safety level of sidewalks at
night by applying the illuminance standard to inferred
illuminance. Also, the illuminance standard designed by
Japan Security Systems Association is shown in Table 1.

Evaluation of proposed methods
To evaluate the proposed methods, we experimented on
the community roads in Uozumi-cho Akashi-city, Japan
(this field has an area of 0.15 km2). Three types of
streetlamps (starter-type fluorescent lights, inverter-type
fluorescent lights, LED lights) were installed on a general
community road. And, three volunteers used smartphones
(Galaxy Nexus) for a month (70 hours in total over
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Table 1: The illuminance standards for streetlamps

Class A (more safe) B (safe)
Average value of Horizontal illuminance over 5.0 lx over 3.0 lx
Minimum value of Vertical illuminance over 1.0 lx over 0.5 lx

Illumination effect
Recognizable the outline
of the opponent face

Recognizable the posture
and the behavior

several nights) without concerns for the holding angle of
the smartphones or their walking speed.

For the illuminance inferring method, we measure an error
between the inferred illuminance and the illuminance
measured by the illuminometer. For the safety level
assessing method, we calculate the precision of the result
assessed by the proposed method against the result
assessed by the JIS illuminance measurement method.

Inferred illuminance
on a path beneath
a streetlamp

③

Illuminance data
(spatial)

Measurement
environment

Smartphone’s
light sensor

Each streetlamp
Illuminance data

(temporal)

θ
Inferring

①

②

Inferred illuminance
of the other paths
based on JIS

④

⑤

Figure 8: Workflow of proposed
method

We arrived at the following results for the illuminance
inferring method below.

Mean horizontal illuminance The mean absolute error
is 0.708 lx, and the mean relative error is 27.1%.

Minimum vertical illuminance The evaluation is
impossible in this field because the illuminance
standard is very strict for the collected data.

The mean absolute error of inverter-type fluorescent lights
and LED lights is about 0.84 lx. And the mean absolute
error of starter-type fluorescent lights is about 0.45 lx.
The reason of the difference is as follows.

• LED lights and inverter-type fluorescent lights which
tend to have a high illuminance are often installed

on wide roads. So, a distance between a path
beneath a streetlamp and a user’s path varies widely.

• The high directivity of LED lights was unexpected.

Also, as a result of the experiment for the safety level
assessing method, we found high precision (83%) in the
case of horizontal illuminance.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the illuminance inferring
method of streetlamps and the safety level assessing
method of sidewalks at night in consideration of the
characteristics of smartphone’s light sensors. A future
work is to improve a proposed method to care about a
wider variety of illuminance and the directivity of
streetlamps. Additionally, we will consider more realistic
illuminance standards because it was difficult to satisfy
the current illuminance standard on the experiment field.
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